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Hille have been 
creating great 
furniture for over 
a century

Hille Furniture has had the good 
fortune to have worked with a 
number of England’s most prolific 
furniture designers, producing 
one of the UK’s best known design 
classics - the Polypropylene chair.

Hille is known to all in the industry 
as a company of design excellence 
and continues to provide exciting 
new developments through new 
designers, new technology and a 
wealth of knowledge.
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EN1729
European standard for furniture in schools
EN1729 came in to being in 2007 as a guide to avoid the use of 
unsuitable sized furniture in classrooms which can cause bad 
posture. Having the correct posture ensures sufficient blood supply 
to the lower legs and feet which prevents musculoskeletal disorders 
later on in life.

The EN1729 height guide below shows the correct correlation 
between seat and table heights as well as an age suitability guide.
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SE Classic chair
The SE chair is perfect for establishments looking 

to enhance the overall presentation of their 

environment whilst providing additional comfort 

brought about by the chair’s focus on lower back 

support, a feature which is essential during long 

term use.

The SE range was designed in conjunction with 

Birmingham City University following a detailed 

study into the importance of a combination 

of thoracic, lumbar and pelvic support in the 

prevention of long term back issues. Studies 

also found that increased comfort levels helped 

concentration, therefore aiding learning.

Code Seat height Width

SE1 260mm 360mm

SE2 310mm 360mm

SE3 350mm 410mm

SE4 380mm 410mm

SE5 430mm 470mm

SE6 460mm 470mm

Leaf Scarlet Ebony Pacific MochaSlate Ivory

Shell colours

Black Dark grey Light 
grey

Ivory

Frame colours

SE Classic stool
Available in 2 configurations, seat only and seat 

and back versions. The stool uses the ergonomic 

seat and back from the SE chair to offer excellent 

back support and comfort whilst matching 

in with SE chairs to offer a co-ordinated 

environment.

DURAGRIPEN 1729UK MADE WARRANTY

10YR

Code Seat height Width

SESTS1 430mm 515mm

SESTS2 525mm 515mm

SESTS3 610mm 515mm

SESTS4 685mm 515mm

Linking Swivel Skid base Two tone

ergonomic 
back

19mm  
steel frame

Hard  
wearing 
Duragrip  

feet
No 

wearable 
feet
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SE Curve chair
Giving purchasers increased choice in this popular range, the new 

SE Curve offers a softer, more rounded aesthetic to the classroom 

or study environment. Building on the ergonomic principles of the 

Classic, the Curve provides unbeatable postural support. Like the 

Classic, the Curve is easy to handle and stack, having hand-holds 

and grips in all the right places. Get on to the new ‘Learning Curve’!

The new Curve is available in a new softer range of colours that 

interact beautifully with each other and the wood-veneered seat 

option. Single colours or a more adventurous mixing is encouraged, 

both within an establishment and even in a single chair.

Code Seat height Width

SEC5 430mm 470mm

SEC6 460mm 470mm

Flame Indian 
Red

Lavender Olive SandPeat Seamist Sunshine Terracotta

Shell colours

Black Dark grey Light 
grey

Ivory

Frame colours

SE Curve stool
The SE Curve stool is the latest addition to the SE 

stool range. It uses the ergonomic seat and back 

from the SE Curve chair to offer excellent back 

support and comfort. Matches in with SE Curve 

chairs to offer a co-ordinated environment. 

Handy hand hole on the backless version at the 

rear to make moving them around easy. Stable 

skid base design has no wearable feet. Stacks 

up to 8 high. Range of 4 heights to suit a wide 

range of working surface heights.

DURAGRIPEN 1729UK MADE WARRANTY

10YR

Code Seat height Width

SESTBC1 430mm 515mm

SESTBC2 525mm 515mm

SESTBC3 610mm 515mm

SESTBC4 685mm 515mm

ergonomic 
back

19mm  
steel frame

Hard  
wearing 
Duragrip  

feet

No 
wearable 

feet

White
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SE Motion 
Stacking chair
The SE curve castor chair is perfect for flexible 

learning environments where seating needs to 

be truly manoeuvrable in use and yet still stack 

when you need to save space for changing 

classroom needs.

Code Seat height Width

SEC6MOTION 460mm 470mm

Shell colours

Black Dark grey Light 
grey

Ivory

Frame colours

SE Beam system
SE is now available as a tough, multi-seat beam 

seating unit, with the option of using either 

the Classic or the Curve backs both offering 

excellent postural support. For use in break-out 

areas, foyers and other public spaces where free-

standing or floor-fixed seating is required. Under 

development are armrests and tables that are 

fixed to the common beam.

EN 1729UK MADE WARRANTY

10YR

ergonomic 
back

30mm  
steel frame

Castors

Leaf Scarlet Ebony Pacific MochaSlate Ivory

Shell colours

Black Dark grey Light 
grey

Ivory

Frame colours

Flame Indian 
red

Lavender Olive SandPeat Seamist Sunshine Terracotta White

Code Number of Seats Seat Height O/A Depth O/A Width

SEBEAM2SEAT 2 460mm 530mm 958mm

SEBEAM3SEAT 3 460mm 530mm 1508mm

SEBEAM4SEAT 4 460mm 530mm 2058mm

Flame Indian 
red

Lavender Olive SandPeat Seamist Sunshine Terracotta White
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Series E chair
The classic polypropylene classroom chair originally designed by Robin Day 

for Hille offers a durable and cost effective seating solution in the most testing 

environments. Frames are constructed of high quality steel and are painted 

with leatherite paint for the ultimate durability. Only the highest grade of 

polypropylene is used in the manufacturing of these shells and a range of 

colours are available in both standard and flame retardant versions.

4 leg
Code Seat height Width

EA 260mm 350mm

EB 310mm 360mm

EC 350mm 400mm

ED 380mm 470mm

EE 430mm 470mm

EF 460mm 470mm

Skid base
Code Seat height Width

EBS 310mm 440mm

ECS 350mm 460mm

EDS 380mm 535mm

EES 430mm 535mm

EFS 460mm 535mm

Red BlueOrange SapphireYellow PurpleAcid BrownJade BlackGreen CharcoalEmerald White

Shell colours

Black Grey Silver

Frame colours

DURAGRIPEN 1729 FR OPTIONUK MADE WARRANTY

10YR

Linking Swivel

Seat and back pad

Writing tablet

19mm  
steel frame

Hand  
hole

High  
grade  
shell

Skid  
frame with  

no wearable 
feet
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Code Seat height Width

AF1 260mm 425mm

AF2 310mm 425mm

AF3 350mm 425mm

AF4 380mm 518mm

AF5 430mm 518mm

AF6 460mm 518mm

Black Grey Silver

Frame colours

DURAGRIPEN 1729UK MADE WARRANTY

6YR

Affinity chair
The Affinity chair range is perfect for schools looking 

for a durable attractive product at an affordable price. 

The Affinity chair features a high quality steel frame 

and a high grade polypropylene shell and has been 

tested to EN1729 part 2.

The Affinity chair is available in six European heights 

with a range of frames and shell colours.

Linking

Seat and back pad Smooth

Range of 
6 heights

Easy 
clean

Excellent 
stacker

Red Blue Lime

Shell colours

Purple
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Series E stools
The stool version of the original Series E chair allows furniture to be 

matched across the school environment and also offers a comfortable 

yet durable alternative to traditional stools. The addition of a 

strengthening bar between the front and back legs offers even more 

stability and the frames feature high quality steel with a leatherite paint 

finish for the ultimate durability.

Polypropylene Flat Top stool
The classic Flat Top stool has a simple stacking design and is extremely 

durable giving many years of service in the most testing environments.

Frames feature high quality steel and leatherite paint finish for the 

ultimate durability and shells are flame retardant as standard, making 

them suitable for usage in all environments including labs.

Beech & MDF Flat Top stool
Developed from the original polypropylene version these wooden top 

stools offer an attractive and durable alternative. Frames feature high 

quality steel and leatherite paint finish for the ultimate durability. Tops 

are fitted with metal inserts to ensure long life and are available in beech 

veneer, red, blue, green, yellow and clear lacquer and also incorporate a 

hand hole for easy carrying.

Series E
Code Seat height Width

SFW1 575mm 470mm

SFW2 610mm 470mm

SFW3 685mm 470mm

Polypropylene
Code Seat height Width

SF1 430mm 410mm

SF2 525mm 410mm

SF3 610mm 410mm

SF4 685mm 410mm

Beech & MDF
Code Seat height Width

SFW1 430mm 410mm

SFW2 525mm 410mm

SFW3 610mm 410mm

SFW4 685mm 410mm

Red BlueOrange SapphireYellow PurpleAcid BrownJade BlackGreen CharcoalEmerald White

Series E and Polypropylene shell colours

Red Yellow Green Blue

Coloured MDF seat colours

Black Grey Silver

Frame colours

DURAGRIPEN 1729 FR OPTIONUK MADE WARRANTY

10YR
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Pepperpot chair
Code Seat height Width

PEPC5 430mm 490mm

PEPC6 460mm 490mm

Pepperpot stool
Code Seat height Width

SPP1 430mm 534mm

SPP2 525mm 534mm

SPP3 610mm 534mm

SPP4 685mm 534mm

SPP5 760mm 534mm

Red BlackOrange Green Blue PurplePink Grey

Shell colours

DURAGRIPEN 1729UK MADE WARRANTY

10YR

Pepperpot 
chair & stool
The Hille Pepperpot range offers a different 

exciting new look, lifting any environment 

with its bold lines and strong colour range. 

Why blend in when you can stand out? In 

addition to its looks the Pepperpot range 

offers greatly increased comfort over 

more traditional chairs and stools, which 

in turn increases concentration levels and 

productivity.

Swivel

Durable 
polypropylene 

shell

High grade 
steel frame

Frame can 
run on feet or 

runners

Exciting 
colour 
ranges

Black Dark grey Light 
grey

Ivory

Frame colours
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Tables
Hille tables are a durable and attractive option for today’s 

classrooms. The frames are constructed of high quality steel and 

finished in a leatherite powdercoat for long lasting good looks. 

Tops are fixed with no less than 8 recessed fixings which enables 

us to offer a 10 year warranty on all of our table products.

Available in a range of 6 British Standards heights and a range of 

frame colours to match in with our chair ranges.

Round Top stools
The Hille Round Top stool is tough and durable 

whilst also being very cost efficient. Available 

in a range of 4 heights to suit various working 

surface heights and a range of colours to suit 

your room.

Code Height

TB1 460mm

TB2 540mm

TB3 600mm

TB4 650mm

TB5 700mm

TB6 750mm

DURAGRIPEN 1729UK MADE WARRANTY

10YR

Red Blue Beech Grey

Shell colours

Exam desk Coffee table

Code Seat height Width

RTS1 430mm 410mm

RTS2 525mm 410mm

RTS3 610mm 410mm

RTS4 685mm 410mm

Green Red Black Blue

Shell colours

Black Dark grey Light 
grey

Ivory

Frame colours

High 
quality 
finish

16 gauge 
steel frame

Black Dark grey Light 
grey

Ivory

Frame colours
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Reinspire

Reinspire is the sub brand of Hille created 
following the purchase of the manufacturing 
rights for the GH and MX ranges from 
Remploy Furniture, allowing establishments 
to continue to purchase Remploy chairs in 
order to match in with existing furniture as 
well as offering a cost effective quality  
option to new customers.
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Code Seat height Width

GH201 260mm 365mm

GH202 310mm 365mm

GH203 350mm 365mm

GH204 380mm 401mm

GH205 430mm 450mm

GH206 460mm 450mm

GH20 chair
The GH20 chair was Remploy’s main education 

polypropylene chair range and is available in 6 

different heights to suit all age ranges.

As well as being very comfortable and durable the 

GH range is very well proportioned. At just 450mm 

as a total width on the larger sizes it is perfect for 

any environment where space is at a premium and it 

manages this without sacrificing comfort for the user. 

In a classroom this means that 2 adult height GH20 

chairs will easily fit under an 1100mm desk and in 

an assembly hall the width saving of around 20mm 

over standard offerings really makes a difference as 

to possible sitting numbers when multiplied over 

hundreds of chairs.

Blue Grey Black Brown New 
green

Red Standard 
green

Shell colours

Flint Silver

Frame colours

DURAGRIPEN 1729UK MADE WARRANTY

10YR

Seat and back pad

Skid base

Writing tablet

Swivel

High  
grade steel 

frame

Space 
effecient 
design

High  
quality 

upholstery 
finish
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MX24
Code Seat height Width

MX241 260mm 403mm

MX242 310mm 403mm

MX243 350mm 403mm

MX244 380mm 403mm

MX245 430mm 403mm

MX246 460mm 403mm

MX stools
Code Seat height Width

MX08J 560mm 415mm

MX08L 610mm 415mm

MX08N 660mm 415mm

MX24 & MX stools
The MX24 chair is the original 2 piece polypropylene 

chair offering a durable and attractive option to a 

whole range of environments whether it be schools, 

church halls and hospitals amongst many others. This 

sturdy chair range stacks and is available in a range of 

colours and even has a matching range of stools in 

the MX05 and MX08 for perfect co-ordination.

The fully welded A frame design is constructed 

in 22mm high tensile steel on the main frame 

as opposed to the 19mm normally found on 

this type of product. This ensures the ultimate 

durability especially when coupled with the chair’s 

strengthened seat and back supports.

Blue Grey Black Brown New 
green

Red Standard 
green

Shell colours

Flint Silver

Frame colours

DURAGRIPEN 1729UK MADE WARRANTY

10YR

MX24

22mm  
steel frame

Robust  
outer feet
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Blue Grey Black Brown New 
green

Red Standard 
green

Shell colours

Flint Silver

Frame colours

MX70
Code Seat height Width

MX705 430mm 463mm

MX706 460mm 463mm

DURAGRIPEN 1729UK MADE WARRANTY

10YR

MX70 chair
The MX70 classic chair was Remploy’s original 

polypropylene chair and remains unique in the UK as 

it’s the only one piece polypropylene chair to have the 

steel frame running up the back of the shell. It is fair to 

say that this could be viewed as being over-engineered 

but the end result is simply the strongest, most resilient 

polypropylene chair on the market, a feature which 

has seen it favoured in the most demanding, severe 

contract use environments over the years and must be 

a consideration in any situation where a chair has got 

to last no matter what it encounters.

Steel 
frame runs  

up the rear of 
the shell
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Toro & Woodro
Designed by Robin Day for Hille the individual seat places are 

mounted on a tough steel base, making it suitable for both 

indoor and outdoor installations.

Manufactured for severe contract use with safety, strength and 

comfort in mind, every part can be replaced or serviced ensuring 

the longevity of these units, which reduces their environmental 

impact and cost versus buying new every few years.

Options include:

• Units of 2 - 5 seat places

• Backless bench versions available

• Can be supplied with or without arms

• 2 units can be supplied as 1 back to back

• Extensive range of frame colours including bespoke finishes

Public area seating
Hille’s public area furniture is used in a wide range 
of scenarios in the UK and in fact around the world. 
It carries out its duties often un-noticed, as the 
approved bench seating for London Underground 
and Overground Stations, benching for Chiltern 
Railway, Liverpool Underground, London Piers and 
Rivers, amongst many others.

It’s incredible durability and ease of maintenance 
means that it looks good no matter how long it has 
been in service.



 
Hille Educational Products Ltd 
Unit 27, Rassau Industrial Estate, 
Ebbw Vale, Gwent NP23 5SD

Tel:   01495 352187

Email: sales@hille.co.uk

Web:   www.hille.co.ukDesigned by Bow House - www.bowhouse.co.uk


